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Boobies Ass, Big boobs with face, Big round melons.Awkwardness overwhelmed me then, and I found myself contemplating my own body in the
mirror. The flesh I once thought beautiful and the bones that had once seemed sturdy and perfectly proportioned were, no longer quite so. My

calves now were too narrow and my hips too wide and I wore a bra, and, most humiliating of all, my nipples were flat. It felt like a bad dream and
I wished I’d never woken up. The first time I came across anorexia, at school, I found it strange. Anorexia struck me as a type of disorder that

people with eating problems had to self-diagnose on their own. My teacher was surprised. I’d never heard of it. “It’s when you restrict your diet so
much that you lose weight,” she said. That was it. “It’s when you think you’re fat.” I guessed so. Was that all it was? Was it that simple? I didn’t
want it to be that simple. I wanted it to be a sickness. I wanted to face a sickness that I felt was something I had more or less caused, that was a

way of life, not a phase. My family had been a source of anxiety and worry for me growing up. It felt as if people were always asking how I was
doing and I was always answering, which meant I could never relax. It meant I had to be attentive and watchful, I had to be on my guard, for the

sake of people who had no idea how to tell that I was struggling with my own weight. I was caught in a web of approval. What if people
disapproved and I felt that
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